
Points of entry of incoming air can þe taken into account. Ib is shown that there are
clea¡ advantages of employing ovensized well controlled radiators.

The prediction of air temperature variations ¡n naturally
vent¡lated rooms w¡th convective heating
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List of Symbols
See Equation 12
a¡ea of window
specific heab capacity of air
Grashof number
height of warm/cold convecting surface
height of radiator
constants
length of cold wall
length of radiator
exponent {Eq. 10)
mass flow rate in convection boundary layer
mass flow rate in plume leaving radiator
mass flow rate in plume developing above
radiator
exponent (Eq.6)
Prandtl number
heat transfer rates
heat transferred by convection to the ceiling
heat transferred by convection to the floor
convective heat ouhput of radiator
ventilation heat loss
ventilation heat loss at the window by infil-
trabion
heat transferred by convection to window -
Rayleigh number
mean temperature of air in convection bound-
ary layer
temperature difference Tn-Tc
temperature of cool vertical surface
mean üemperature of radiator surface
temperature of air in the core of the room above
the neutral plane
mean temperature of air in plume leaving radi-
ator
mean temperature of room ai¡
temperature of ai¡ in the core of the room below
the neutral plane
temperature of window surface
distance above ühe floor
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height of neutral plane
imaginary origin of radialor (Eq. 9)
See Eq. l7
(basic SI units throughout, i.e., kg, m, s, J etc)

I Introduction

Temperature distributions in rooms have long been known
to produce relatively cool conditions at low levels in the
occupied zone. The sensitivity of bhe ankles to low tempera-
tures (Wyonl, Gonzales2 and. Hommas) often results in
discomfort due to these inherent variations of temperature,
whilst the heabing of the unoccupied zone at high levels
represents a degree of inefficiency of heat distribution.
Indeed, the two effects may conspire to worsen the situa-
tion as occupants demand increased input of heat to keep
the ankles warm whilst temperatures at high levels exceed
'bhe values- necessary for comfort. At ühe Jame time, tem-
peratures around neck and head level may well be elevated
and' a. feeling of stuffiness becomes'increasingly likely,
éspecially in an.environment wiùh low levels of air move-
ment. In well sealed, well insulated buildings, the volume
flow rates of air are reduced because of the relative warmth
of cool convecting surfaces of building fabric and because
of the reduced ventilating ai¡ flows. The general lack of air
movement places more importance on the nabural convec-
tion around the body for dissipation of metabolic heat so
Èhat it remains important bo maintain unifonn tempera-
tures in the occupied rooms as well as main0aining a mini-
mtJm meøn air temperature.

This paper describes a method of assessing the magni-
tude of-room temperature variation with height in rooms
heaüed by convective sources, exemplified by the use of
single panel radiators. The method enables reasoned
decisions of sizing and sibing to be made.

2 Temperatures and flows in enclosures

A wide range of problems is to be found in the field of heat
transfer in enclosures, with heat bransfer mechanisms rang-
ing from a conduction régime applicable to very narrow tall
cavities through a transition régime in which rising and
falling boundary layers can be identified at the hob and cold
sides of the caviby (but interfere with each olher in the
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3 Temperatures and air flows in heated rooms I
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Fíg. 3. The heøting of roorn air by conuection from a heater,
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Fig. 4. Mass balance at a horizontal plane in a roo¡n with
conuectíue heating.

3.1 The generatíng conuectiue flows

The bechnique requires informalion on the convective flows
and heat transfer rates in the room. These processes occur
at a range of surfaces shown in Fig. 5 classified as follows:

(1) cool elements of building fabric; natural convecLion
downwa¡ds

(2) surfaces, affected by the naüural convection of the
heater, which are subject to forced convection due to the
generation of flow elsewhere

(3) the floor where heat is lost downwa¡ds from the sbably
stratified relabively warm room air, moving in a manner
dependent on the sbrength of convective flows from (1)

above and on low level infiltraüion heater surface; natural
convection upwards ,

Although values of convective heat iransfer coefficienb
are widely used in heat loss calculabions, their particular
values in bhese widely varying conditions are not well
established. The CIBSE Guider2 quotes a range of values
based on lraditional heat bransfer research, Improved cor-
relations are proposed by Alamdari and Hammondr3 based

on more recent and diverse investigations for isoùhermal
surfaces of type 1 in isothermal surroundings. When the
ambient temperature va¡ies with height, the velocity and
temperabure profiles in these convection boundary layers
are distorted as shown by Eichhornla, Cheesewrightls and
Howarth et alt6.

Since the temperalure variation with height is dependent
on the convecbive flows, a relationship bebween bhe surface
flows and the room temperature may exist, as suggested by
lhe reci¡culabory nature of the confined flows. A limited
range of results by Howarthl6 at ihe wall of a room with a
vertical temperature gradienb is consistent with the follow-
ing expressions for air mass flow rabe and mean tempera-
ture:

rh = 0.0033 ATo,25 H0.75 Lc (21

and T = 0.õ Tc * 0.5Tn (3)

Ib follows from bhese equations that the heat transferred
from the air to lhe surface is given by

Q : 1.66 ATt.25 H0.75 Lc

in which the volumeùric specific
assumed to be 1006 kJ/kg"C.

(4)

heat capacity of air is

The flow and entertainmenl characteristics of the
developing heater plume need to to be found by experiment.
Surfaces of type 2 (Fig. 6) remove heat from this warm air
current before ib enters the main body of the room. A
general expression for lhe heaü üransfer from a radiator
plume lo a window, based on forced convection correlation,
has been developed by HowarthlT as

Qw: 4 (Tpr - Tw)Aw (5)

There is scope for further invesbigation of this aspect of
surface heat bransfer in relaüion to window design features
.as well as the interacbing plume characberistics. It should be
noüed that the heat transfer is based on plume lemperabure
rather than the mean room air temperature, producing
higher heat transfer rates which differ from bhose esti-
mated using CIBSE Guidelz U-va.lues.

Similar-estimations of surface 3 (floor) heat transfer
coefficients reveal a value of approximately 1W/m2 eC, a
value which is consistent wibh t'he correlation presented by
,Alamdari and Hammondts.

Tþe characteristics of ühe heater plume itself may be
expiessed in bhe form

rh H : Kr ITu - Tn)n (6)

andTpr-TR:Kz(Ts-Tn) ., , ) (7)

with Qr¡: CpKrKz(Tn - T¡¡n+t (8)

(d) (b)
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Fig. 5. Identificatiori'ëif ,heat:transferring surfaces within a Fìg. 6. Possible positions of cool windaw surface in relation
roon7.
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As the plume develops, its mass flow rate increases wilh
height in a manner which may be expressed in general
terms as:

rirp: rir" [¿=i]- (e)

The values of these parameters have been found for a
single panel radiator to be

Kr = 0.015 Hu Ls
Kz = 0.26; Ka : 3.92H¡r Ln

n:0.4
m :0.8
xo = åHH (10)

3.2 The estimations of roorn tenperature distribution
The procedure is carried out in three stages:

(1) The radiator temperature required to produce a convec-
tive output which offsels the èonvective losses at a set
room temperature is calculated.

(2) The position of the 'neutral plane' at which the upward
flow in the radiator plume is 6ahnced by the downward
flows in the convective boundary layers is locabed.
(3) The temperatures above and below the neutral plane are
calculated.

3.2.1. The radiøtor temperature

The convective heai output of the radiator has been
established in Eq. 8 above.

Before the ai¡ enters the core of the room, heat is lost to
the surfaces pasù which the plume flows. Thus the residual
convective heat input lo the core of lhe room is

Ks (TH - Ts¡n+t - Qw - Qc

When thermal equilibrium exists, bhis input is balanced
by losses at the vertical surfaces, the flóor and in the
ventilation air, i.e.,

E1.66ATr.25Hott + Qr + Qv

Hence, the heat balance is given by
Ks (TH - T¡¡n+t - Qw - Qc = E1.66ATI.25 H0,?5 * en * ev

x'- 0.33Hn : 0.215 (Tn - Tç¡o.zs¡"
0.67H¡¡ Ln H¡1(Ts- 1*¡or l

within I}Vo accuracy for all practical purposes

(H - x/) s3?s = H - x'

and putting A : f0'215 
(TR - Tc)' 25 Lc I r'25

L Ln Hs (TH _ 1*¡o.r J

then x, - 2H HuA * Hs
2HnA -l 3

tu : (E ft: 
"'Tt)(H - x')

and, withg= Qw*q"*Qv,w
rirp Cp

Tr : HTn - (0.26TH - d)(H - x')
0.74 (H - x') f x,

t'zs1H 
- x/)o e3?5

3.2.3 The upper and lower tentperatures

temperature in the upper region of the room is now given by

Tu : 0.26 TH * 0.24 T, - Qw * Qc + Qu.* (14)
rñp Cp

The temperature in the lower region is then estimated by
regard to the energy content of the room air, based on thä
original assumed mean temperature, Tp hence

x'T¡ * (H- x') Tu : H Tn (f 5)

Simultaneous solution of Eqs. (18) and (14) grves

(L2t

(13)

(16)

(17)

(18)

from which Tr¡ !'Tn +

E1.66ATr.25 H0.75¿+ +
Ks

+
Ì (1t¡

Using Eqs. (15) and (16), the temperatures in the upper
a¡d lower regions of the room.can bê.assessed. The form of
the veitical-ten_rperature profile implied by this ánalysis is

,', ,,:?'lz¿ flre p'os;iioìn of thè ne,u,tra¡ þìlanq
co_0

WALL

0.8

Fig; 7:'Two:.zcine-inodel of'foc;in air in tliernnat eÇûntAurn
with conuecting surfaces.
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Fig. 8. Cornparisons with experimento,l measurements,: (Lebrun ønd Marret).

Z-shaped with a sharp discontinuity at the neubral plane 4 Specimen calculations

Aroom5mX3.5mX2,7m high with a 1.1 m X 2.2 m
momentum transfer probably initiated by disturbances ab window.in an end wall.is considered with heating by either a

the edges of the boundary layers. The discontinuity would ,2.2 m radiator or a 1.1 m radiator either under the window
be more nobiceable in the analogous heated water tank or remote from the window, One of the 5 m X 2.7 mwalls is
since water has also external. The U-values are as folìows: roof 0.3Wm2 'C,

and uniform temperatures above and below. In pracbice, the
discontinuity is smooühed out by internal turbulent

a much larger Prandtl number implying a
of viscous damping of convective flows

arising from small local temperature variations,. Further-
more, the ventilation flows are assumêd, in the above

Thrpe
hour

greater degree

theory, to mix thoroughly with
the air below

either the air in the heater cradkage uniformily
When part (or all) of

walls 0.6Wm2 oC, floor O.76Wlm2 oC, window 2.8W/m2 'C.
ventilaLion rales of zero, 0.5,and 1.0 air changes per
are considered with fresh air entering through

When applied to predictions of temperabures in real
rooms the m he temperaturê
range to be mefliate valu'es

fpproximate thç upper and
lower limits.

plume or with the neutral plane without
creating significanù local air movements.

Experimental ^ :#ói-t<'1''ín - a laboratory-tegt chamber
agreement withi the presenb(Howarthl?) has shown good

theoretical analyslö:; ,þt¡hich also appears to produce solu-
Lebrun and

'tions similar to experimental results by
Marretr8 (Fig. 8).
simila¡ approach
variations for use
ling.

VoI.6No.41985

La¡et -and l;ebrun¡e later describe a

the radiator plume, the infiltration of air is assu-med to
enter bhe lower'levðls oT'the room wibhout mixingdn route

, with.qiiaþhigþçr.levels. Thus,in some circumstaniês there
;,.i¿.êr,tiql1gggf4ted.tg¡¡pergturB gradient. l

the window is not di¡ectly affected by

sË¡úii'

the positioning of the

Altr,the results'are.;based,on a rllean i'oôm aA

distributed over the window area.

room a¡r
òeen that
.window

whilst
leasb

tem¡ierature
oC. The tem-

favourablç tqmperature $adient..Coqparatively large radi-
ators are-:tg be preferred becäusë they initiate inoúements
of larger Úoltimes of ai¡ at more modest temperatures.to the prediction of room tè'mperature

in,,Þ.uildin8 thermal p_erforrnance model-
l:

of 23 "C with an outside temperature of -1
173
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perature of the air in ùhe lower reg'ion of the room varied
beLween 19.2 "C (large radiator, under window, zero air
changes per hour) and 10.3 "C (small radiator, noü under
window, one air change per hour).

-7

5 Applications

Ska¡et and Mabhisen2o approach the problem of contami-
nant disposal in a similar manner and illustrate the
principle by use of a low level air supply to an office in
which bhe conbaminants are essentially displaced upwards
in bhe convection currents around the sources of production
whilsb the ventilation air moves in beneath. Supply air
change rabes of 1 bo 3 air changes per hour at temperalures
close lo room temperature were employed.

The current work, conducted simultaneously and inde-
pendently, concentrates on the problem of maintaining
uniform vertical bemperature distributions in heabed spaces
wibh nalural ventilaiion. Here, the incoming air possesss
the undesiraóle quality of low temperature and therefore
requires mixing before coming in contact wibh the
occupants. In modern domestic accommodabion bhe ventila-
tion rate tends to be lower than I air change per hour and
represents a fraction of the tolal room heat requirement.
The resulbs encourage the continued pracbice of installing
radiators beneath windows, even double-gIazed. windows,
especially if the ventilation occurs in that region. It is also
clear bhat oversized radiators are of advanLage because of
the movemenb of larger air volumes at lower temperaùure.
Thus, if properly controlled, radiators which run the full
length of windows are ideal.

With regard to venbilation, albhough the removal of
contaminanbs is most effectively achieved by an upward
displacemenü flow of air, this does not provide a
satisfactory air bemperature distribution in the naturally
ventilated room. In any event there is little control over ùhe
di¡ection of air flow through the room. Thus, crackage at
floor level encourages a depression of temperature in the
lower region whilst convective heating may achieve a 'satis-
factory' mean temperature only by overheabing the upper
zone. Suspended floors therefore need to be well sealed.

Other applications of the technique lnay include assess-
ments of temperature gradient in larger spaces, strategT
for selection and localion of de-stratifying fans and the
design and sibing of ventilation openings.
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